High-throughput, cloning-independent protein library construction by combining single-molecule DNA amplification with in vitro expression.
A novel, cloning-independent strategy for construction of protein libraries has been developed and demonstrated experimentally. A pool of genes is prepared and thereafter extensively diluted to give one molecule of DNA per well. Each individual molecule is amplified separately by polymerase chain reaction (single-molecule PCR) yielding a PCR library. Subsequently, the PCR library is directly transformed into a protein library by means of in vitro coupled transcription/translation. Amounts of DNA produced by the single-molecule PCR were equal and uniformity of amounts of successively in vitro synthesized proteins, which were critical for quantitative comparison among clones in the library, was better than that of the classical in vivo expression system. Here, we describe a library of anti-human serum albumin single-chain antibodies (anti-HSA-scFv) originating from a monoclonal anti-HSA-scFv which was constructed and screened in order to demonstrate its real practicability. Application of the strategy described for high-throughput generation and screening of protein libraries is discussed.